Microstructural strain near osteocyte lacuna in cortical bone in vitro.
Mechanical factors affect bone remodeling such that increased mechanical demand results in net bone formation, whereas decreased demand results in net bone resorption. Two proposed mechanical signals are stress-generated fluid flow forces acting on cells and bone matrix deformation itself. A prominent current theory is that bone cells are more responsive to fluid flow than to mechanical strain. Recent experiments support this conclusion: bone cells increase their production of osteopontin (OPN) mRNA, prostaglandin (PGE(2)), and nitric oxide (NO) in response to fluid flow in contrast to cells stimulated by mechanical strain levels similar to those measured in vivo. However, when cells are subjected to substrate strains levels many times greater than those measured in vivo, increased biological activity again results. We assert that it is neither fluid flow nor matrix deformation per se, but rather the resulting cell deformation that causes cell biological response. Machined specimens of undamaged bovine cortical bone were subjected to increasing levels of macroscopic strain while observed under an optical microscope at 220X. Continuum level strain was measured using a standard foil strain gauge attached to the back of the specimen and ranged from 500 to 6,000 microstrain. Images of the specimen surface at each strain level were captured. To determine the level of osteocyte deformation that results from fluid flow in vitro, MLO-Y4 cells were cultured on collagen coated 190 cm2 plastic sheets and subjected to steady fluid flow at 16 dynes/cm(2). Images representing the initial undisturbed cell configuration and the configuration of the cells after ten minutes of fluid flow were acquired from a videotape of the flow experiment. The captured unloaded vs. loaded image pairs were analyzed to determine the local deformation and strain fields using a digital stereoimaging system. When subjected to a nominal continuum strain level approximately equal to that measured in humans in vivo during rigorous activity (2,000 microstrain), the local, osteocyte level strains can be as high as 12,000 to 15,000 microstrain (1.2% to 1.5%). Average osteocyte strains due to fluid flow in vitro increase from 7,972 microstrains after 16 seconds of flow to 22,856 microstrains after 64 seconds of flow. In contrast, maximum strains measured in vivo are approximately 1,800 microstrain in humans and up to 3,000 microstrain in other species. These data may help to explain why bone cells are more sensitive to fluid flow than substrate strain; fluid forces result in cell deformations much higher than those considered to be "physiological".